Infertility: an out-of-the-box cause of postmenopausal endometrial thickening
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DESCRIPTION

The presence of intrauterine foreign bodies (IFBs) is a rare condition that may lead to chronic endometritis through local inflammation. According to literature, IFB may be the cause of 0.02% to 0.15% of the cases of infertility, and of abnormal uterine bleeding, pelvic pain and abnormal vaginal discharge.1

We present the case of a 63-year-old, nulligravida, postmenopausal woman who complained of scarce genital bleeding and vaginal discharge for about 1 year. The patient denied other symptoms like fever, pelvic pain, dyspareunia or weight loss. In terms of relevant previous history, this patient had a laparotomy and myomectomy performed 30 years before because of a transmural uterine leiomyoma diagnosed in the workup for primary infertility. Even after surgery, no pregnancy was achieved. Menopause occurred at 52 years of age and no hormonal replacement therapy was used. No other relevant previous medical or surgical history was found.

On pelvic examination, a light uterine bleeding was identified and the remaining physical findings were normal. A pelvic transvaginal ultrasonography was performed and a 3 cm leiomyoma, a 7 mm endometrial thickening and hydrometra were identified (figure 1).

The patient underwent an office hysteroscopy that revealed endometrial atrophy, presence of mucus and an IFB compatible with a non-absorbable, synthetic, braided polyester surgical thread (figure 2A). The surgical thread protruded from the fundal uterine wall to the uterine cavity, erroneously suggesting an endometrial thickening at the ultrasound (figure 2B). It was mechanically excised with scissors and grasping forceps. Endometrial biopsies were performed and histology of the specimens had no evidence of hyperplasia or malignancy. At follow-up visit 6 months later, the patient was asymptomatic.

Postmenopausal uterine bleeding is always abnormal and requires further investigation. The most frequent cause is the endometrial atrophy due to oestrogen deficiency characteristic of menopause. Nevertheless, 10% of these patients have endometrial malignant or premalignant lesions.2 The association between abnormal uterine bleeding

Patient’s perspective

► Postmenopausal vaginal bleeding is always an alarming situation due to the fear of an unknown genital cancer. So, the exclusion of malignancy is reassuring. However, discovering 30 years later that the possible cause of my infertility was a non-absorbable surgical thread was a shocking surprise! Thankfully, medicine improved considerably, and the identification and treatment of this type of condition is easily done using, fast, simple, and non-invasive procedures.

Learning points

► Postmenopausal uterine bleeding in the setting of ultrasonographic endometrial thickening requires further investigation and endometrial biopsy.
► Intrauterine foreign bodies are a rare but treatable cause of infertility.
► Hysteroscopy is an essential tool for endometrial study both in abnormal uterine bleeding and infertility.
and endometrial thickening on transvaginal ultrasound requires histological biopsy.

In this case, the unusual hysteroscopic finding of an intrauterine non-absorbable surgical thread remaining from a myomectomy performed 30 years before explains the symptoms. Non-absorbable synthetic surgical material in the uterine cavity has been described in literature as a rare cause of infertility. Intravaginal surgical thread might have behaved as a non-reversible intrauterine device, inducing a local inflammatory reaction that disturbs the microenvironment of the uterine cavity and the endometrial receptivity to implantation. Years later, the ultrasonographic image of the surgical thread erroneously led to the suspicion of an endometrial thickening in a postmenopausal woman presenting with abnormal uterine bleeding. Hysteroscopy is then of major importance for the correct definitive diagnosis, and for the foreign body removal under direct visualisation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported case of infertility and postmenopausal bleeding secondary to an intrauterine non-absorbable synthetic thread used in a previous myomectomy.
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